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Abstract
Francis Mulhern’s Figures of Catastrophe argues for the existence of a hitherto unnoticed generic form: the condition of culture novel, which offers a metacultural reflection on the conditions of the existence of culture and of access to culture. Mulhern’s analysis is located within the framework of Marxist reflections of culture, the history of British cultural Marxism, and Mulhern’s own project of the critique and analysis of ‘metaculture’ in Britain. In particular, this review focuses on Mulhern’s contention that the ‘condition of culture novel’ offers a catastrophic or even nihilist vision of the access to culture by the working class. Mulhern’s argument is that the ‘condition of culture’ novel accompanies the emergence, solidification and collapse of the British culture of ‘labourism’. This review explores the consequences of this argument for the assessment of ‘culture’ and the future of the novel as a site of reflection on the condition of culture.
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Figures of Catastrophe: The Condition of Culture Novel
Francis Mulhern
London and New York: Verso, 2016

Books, libraries, houses; these are the tropes which Francis Mulhern identifies as lying at the heart of the new generic form he wishes to identify: the condition of culture novel. In this compact and provocative essay, an essay, no less, in ‘Marxist formalism’ (p. viii), Mulhern identifies this new genre as a site of ‘metacultural’ reflection, in which ‘the principle of “culture” speaks of itself and its general conditions of existence’ (p. viii). These novels focus on questions of qualification, admission, and access to culture, not only for their characters, but also for their readers. This genre, as we will see, is focused on a particularly and peculiarly ‘English’ problem: the access of the working class to culture, with culture figured as a social whole or totality. The ominous title Figures of Catastrophe is the result of these novels suggesting that the access of the working class to culture can only have a catastrophic effect. For Mulhern we can read these novels as signalling a particular set of anxieties and fears that haunt the national formation of capitalism, and its opposition, in Britain.
	We can locate Mulhern’s project, in descending order of capaciousness, within the frame of Marxist cultural criticism, the specific British or English form of this tradition, and within Mulhern’s own trajectory. The first two frames can be synthesised by bringing together two diagnoses made by Perry Anderson: the first is that Western Marxism has, problematically, shifted the ground of Marxism from the economic and political towards the philosophical and cultural.​[1]​ The second is that ‘[d]riven out of any obvious habitats’ in British culture, the thinking of totality found refuge in literary criticism.​[2]​ In terms of post-war ‘British’ Marxists, this is confirmed by the fact a dominant historical mode of thinking is accompanied by an attention to cultural and literary matters. If one were to suggest a scale, from most historical to most cultural or literary, it might run like this: Eric Hobsbawm, Perry Anderson, E. P. Thompson, Raymond Williams, Stuart Hall, and Terry Eagleton. All have devoted significant attention to literary and cultural matters.
	The implication is that the turn to culture bears a particular national specificity in the case of ‘England’. This is the tradition in which Mulhern locates his analysis in Figures of Catastrophe: the ‘condition of England’ novel. It also links to what Patrick Keiller has called, with tongue somewhat in cheek, ‘the problem of England’.​[3]​ This ‘problem’ was brought into focus by Perry Anderson and Tom Nairn (in what became known as the ‘Nairn-Anderson theses’) as the problem of the particular development of capitalism in England: at once far ahead, as England was the ‘first’ capitalist country, and also ‘far behind’ as England lacked a bourgeois revolution that would have secured a ‘modern’ capitalism.​[4]​ In cultural terms, developed by Perry Anderson, British culture lacked a ‘mature’ consideration of capitalism, particularly in its lack of any development in sociology, and so the contemplation of capitalism as a totality led a fugitive and fragmented existence.​[5]​ This would also result in a working class that had developed a positive class culture, but one that was not notably antagonistic, but rather corporatist in Gramsci’s language.​[6]​
	This diagnosis attracted dissent, notably from E. P. Thompson, who stressed the force and capacity of working-class tradition in England, as against the ‘national nihilism’ of Nairn and Anderson.​[7]​ It would also later be disputed by the historical work of Robert Brenner and Ellen Meiksins Wood, who both stressed the modernity of British capitalism in its agrarian origins and aristocratic form, against arguments of retardation, prematurity, and decline.​[8]​ The problem of the ‘peculiarity’ of the English, however, remains an issue of concern, even with these disparate framings. Patrick Keiller’s film work explicitly confronts the problem; developing the Nairn/Anderson theses in his London (1994), while his later Robinson in Space (1997) took note of the argument of Meiksins Wood.​[9]​ Paul Gilroy’s There Ain’t No Black in the Union Jack (1987), was also a vital intervention in stressing the ‘postcolonial’ impact of Empire on British culture, including its omission within Marxist accounts. The minor tradition of reflection on the ‘problem of England’ shows no signs of dying, not only with Mulhern’s essay but also with Owen Hatherley’s recent Ministry of Nostalgia, a critique of ‘austerity aesthetics’, also published by Verso in 2016.
	Francis Mulhern’s own work is located in the matrix of the New Left Review, and so with the work of Nairn and Anderson. Mulhern first published in the New Left Review, with a piece on Christopher Caudwell, sometime bête noir of British cultural Marxism, in 1974. His most recent contribution was a 2015 review of Kristin Ross’s book Communal Luxury on the Paris Commune. His first book, The Moment of ‘Scrutiny’ (1979), was published by New Left Books and Figures of Catastrophe is published by Verso. With Culture/Metaculture (2000), anomalously published by Routledge in their ‘New Critical Idiom’ series, these form what Mulhern calls an ‘informal trio’ that composes ‘a critical history of metaculture’ (p. viii).​[10]​
	The Moment of ‘Scrutiny’ was a study of the journal of that name, published between 1932 and 1953. The journal articulated a particular and peculiar anti-Marxist cultural politics, and its leading figure was the literary critic F. R. Leavis. Mulhern’s detailed study, developed from his doctoral thesis, located Scrutiny within a European project that opposed ‘culture’ to ‘civilisation’, with culture the bearer of ‘humane’ values against the ‘corruption’ of civilisation. For Mulhern Scrutiny did not only articulate cultural values, but also the value of culture itself. His summary of this treatment of culture by Scrutiny is the core that will be expanded upon by his two later works: ‘Ever “above” and “beyond” politics itself, “culture” was a permanent meta-cultural sanction, the tribunal before which all politics stood judged, in the name of the “human”’.​[11]​ This notion of culture as a ‘meta-cultural sanction’ would be central to his next work, Culture/Metaculture, and to Figures of Catastrophe.
	The conclusion of The Moment of ‘Scrutiny’ sets out briefly the key implications of this tradition for the left. While the critique of civilisation could appear to share themes in common with the left critique of capitalism this was an illusory appearance. The dialectic of culture and civilisation in this tradition effectively suppressed and even dissolved the problem of politics.​[12]​ This negation of politics rendered cultural criticism null and void as an ally. What could be learnt from was the organisational model of Scrutiny as a cultural strategy, a model of ‘peerless militancy’ that could be adapted to the return of politics.​[13]​ It is not hard to imagine that Mulhern had the New Left Review in mind.
	Mulhern’s Culture/Metaculture develops the need to locate projects such as Scrutiny synchronically in a European-wide perspective on the tradition of ‘Kulturkritik’ (cultural criticism). Hence, much of the book is composed of a survey and comparative analysis of this tradition in the early 20th century. The polemical point of this second work of the trilogy was not only to broaden reflection on the tradition of cultural criticism, but also to suggest that the ‘new’ discipline of cultural studies, which primarily emerged in the 1970s, had not broken free of this discourse. This is a qualification of his earlier judgement, in The Moment of ‘Scrutiny’, that ‘the analysts of “popular culture” and teachers of “media studies’’, were not the “continuators” of this tradition’.​[14]​ Now, they do continue this tradition, but in inverse form. While expanding culture beyond the constraints of the opposition to civilisation, while posing populism against elitism, cultural studies still maintained culture as final arbiter. In this way cultural studies remained the secret sharer of cultural criticism and shared in its impasses: the dominance of culture undermining a credible concept of politics, as ‘cultural politics’ simply reanimated culture as the primary object.
	Figures of Catastrophe shifts away from the synchronic analysis of Culture / Metaculture, and back to the peculiarities of the English. The concern is with an ‘English’ tradition of novels that belong to the metacultural discourse ‘in which culture reflects on its own generality and conditions of existence’ (p.7). The ‘keynote’ (p.5) text of this genre is E. M. Forster’s Howards End (1910).​[15]​ The epigraph of the novel, ‘only connect’, is symbolic of the aim of the condition of culture novel to repair the cultural fabric by inclusion. The conclusion of the novel signals the limit of this project when confronting the working class. The lower-class Leonard Bast, after struggling for inclusion within upper class house and family of ‘Howards End’, is killed by being crushed under a falling bookcase, in symbolism both striking and bathetic. Attempting to enter into culture, Bast can only meet his death under the very form of that culture.
	Mulhern will construct for this novel and each of his major examples a Greimasian ‘square’, the formalism element of his Marxist formalism, to map the conflicts and contradictions of each of the novels. This formalises an impasse, of the entry of the working class into culture, which undergoes a series of historical shifts across the twentieth century and up to the present moment. For Mulhern this ‘tradition’ is functionally and often explicitly conservative. It is concerned with preserving culture in the ‘British’ ideological myth of continuity, bound up with notions of property and power. These attempts, strained and contradictory as they are, register the seismic shifts in relations of class power across the period.
	Mulhern identifies ‘the aristocratic fix’ in Evelyn Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited (1945), and works by Virginia Woolf and Elizabeth Bowen. These works emphasise the point, already evident from Forster, that: ‘At the heart of the matter of culture is the house’ (p.36). The preservation of the ‘house’, as symbol and reality of cultural continuity, is an aristocratic matter of resisting the encroachment of the middle and lower classes. Mulhern notes that: ‘It is the sentimental charge of inheritance that spiritualizes the material facts of survival and conveyance, rendering the house so potent as a trope of continuity’ (p.126). Evelyn Waugh, eyeing the emergence of the welfare state with horror, considered buying a house in Ireland to escape ‘the Attlee terror’ (p.144, n.38). It would be the post-war rise of labour that would displace this tradition of the ‘old regime’, but the fugitive literary form would find its ‘houses’ elsewhere.
	If these novels register a sense of aristocratic decline and the desire for continuity, in the novels of the 1960s and 1970s this turns to horror. In Mulhern’s analysis of John Fowles’s The Collector (1963) and Ruth Rendell’s A Judgement in Stone (1977), the working class kills for culture, or just kills culture. Between these two works lies the global insurgency of 1968 and, more importantly for Britain, the miner’s strike of 1974 which toppled the Conservative government. An insurgent working-class threatens the middle and upper-class idyll with a fatal rupture of continuity.
	Mulhern then has a longer chapter on ‘end-states’, tracing what he sees as the decline and fall of the genre. Here lie the important postcolonial interventions of V. S. Naipaul and Hanif Kureishi, with his novel The Black Album (1995), which while remaining within the anxieties of the condition of culture novel inflect the ‘continuity’ which remain its persistent core. The real terminus, if we like, is Martin Amis’s Money (1984), in which the class ambition to culture is replaced by that form and signifier of equivalence from which the novel takes its title. There is time for one reprise, in Zadie Smith’s On Beauty (2005), a strained re-writing of Howards End.
	The importance of these works does not simply lie in tracing the history of one strand of British conservative culture, precisely the attempt to conserve culture. For Mulhern, as we have seen, the condition of culture novel registers the seismic shifts of class struggle as well. This very English ‘tradition’ can be read as a history of the fortunes and misfortunes of the working class, especially that form of class culture that formed in Britain as ‘labourism’.​[16]​ For Mulhern:
[T]he condition of culture novel has for a century and more persisted as a complex of narrative conventions by or through which, across a variety of social identifications, a literate middle class could frame or crop, acknowledge, consider and (more often than not) resist the active historical presence of the working class. (p.147)
Mulhern’s Marxist formalism allows us to read these ideological gestures of framing, cropping, and resisting the presence of the working class.
	Within this narrative Mulhern implies not only the crisis of the condition of culture novel, but also the crisis of ‘labourism’. These novels offer various ‘figures of catastrophe’ because they cannot imagine a reconciliation of the working class with culture, except in a deadly or catastrophic form. If the working class should manage to integrate or ‘connect’ with culture, then, for these novels, that culture is rendered sham and corrupt. This constitutive double-bind takes on a charged dimension as the crisis of culture overlaps with the crisis of labourism.
	Mulhern concludes that culture, in the form of continuity that can be conserved, has failed. The late condition of culture novels are ‘all … nihilistic in their different ways – examples of what culture is reduced to, once its enabling conditions have disintegrated’ (p.99). The key text here is Martin Amis’s Money (1980), which reveals that:
This wholesale transmigration of souls from literature to signage is one form of the final subsumption of culture under capital, a process whose teasing visible effect is that the streets of a post-literate metropolis come more and more to resemble the venue for some great book festival, or a library of sorts. (p.124)
The thesis of ‘postmodernism’, the replacement of reality with signs, is historicised to suggest this is a result of ‘the final subsumption of culture under capital’.​[17]​
	Mulhern does not unpack this statement in detail, but it is possible to detect a periodising hypothesis. If the condition of culture novel initially charted the crisis of conservative cultural continuity under the impact of working-class claims, now it appears to register the ‘final’ crisis of capitalism as a subsuming force. This registers for working-class identity, which no longer takes the secure form of social-democratic claims to entry into culture. If we speculate, we could suggest Mulhern’s argument brings him into convergence with those who periodise post-war capitalism as entering into new forms of real subsumption. In particular, the work of Antonio Negri and the work of those associated with ‘communisation’ have suggested that since the 1970s working-class insurgency and capitalist counter-offensives have broken the previous arrangement of stabilising the working-class as a counter-pole to capital.​[18]​ This crisis of the working class is, for Negri, with Michael Hardt, the positive possibility of developing a new figure of the ‘multitude’ to refer to a pluralised subjectivity that contests the regime of capitalist labour.​[19]​ For the theorists of communisation a negative possibility emerges, as class identity becomes a limit to be struggled against and dissolved. Whether we accept these particular diagnoses it is certainly true that capitalism has achieved a significant global dominance, even in crisis, and that so-called ‘traditional’ forms of struggle appear to reached their limits.
	The ‘termination’ of the condition of culture novel would register this termination of working-class identity, although from an upper- and middle-class position that registers this termination in the emergence of violent and ‘lumpen’ forms of class identity. Significant here would be Martin Amis’s vicious caricaturing in Lionel Asbo: State of England (2012), which merits a, rightfully, dismissive footnote from Mulhern (p. 148, n.41). Here the working-class subject is identified with the ‘ASBO’: the ‘anti-social behaviour order’, a legal punishment belonging to the long list of disciplinary measures for working-class subjectivity. A parallel case could be made for the surprising absence of Ian McEwan’s Saturday (2005), an explicit condition of culture novel. In that novel the reading of Matthew Arnold’s poem ‘Dover Beach’ placates the ‘savage beast’ of the neurologically-ill working class intruder. Sarah Brouillette has pointed out that this novel considers and critiques the question of access to culture, not for the working-class ‘other’ but also for its upper-middle class ‘hero’, the neurosurgeon Henry Perowne.​[20]​ In the case of both these novels, as Mulhern formulates, the working class appear as the ‘yob army of capital’ (p.148).
	What these examples suggest is that ‘figures of catastrophe’ have not simply ended, but now take fraught and violent forms that reverse the stakes of the 1970s novels. If those novels of the 1970s expressed ‘horror’ at an insurgent working-class, today’s condition of culture novels express horror at a ‘working class’ left to figure, in an ironic inversion, the capitalist subsumption of culture. The working class is still left to carry the burden of a lack of culture, although now culture is hollowed out by capitalism on a global scale.
	This conclusion raises a number of questions. Can we imagine a new condition of culture novel that would engage with the Negrian multitude or communisation’s stress on the limit of class identity, or other figures of contemporary struggles? Could we reverse the condition of culture novel, or could such a novel be written, which would start from contemporary forms of struggle? Here Ben Lerner’s 10.04 (2015) offers a reflection on aesthetic autonomy in light of the impact of Occupy and various contemporary politicisations of the commodity.​[21]​ This suggests, in a problematic fashion, the possibility of such a form of the condition of culture novel. Alternatively, is the condition of culture novel reduced to registration of the violent effects of capitalist real subsumption? Here we might suggest the prescience of Brett Easton Ellis’s American Psycho (1991), set amongst the hyper-affluent financiers of Manhattan and with its ironic references to Les Miserables (of course, the musical not the novel). In this case, cultural access shifts from a stigmatised working class to a ‘psychotic’ ruling class, adrift amongst the financial abstractions that generate and maintain.
	These two examples are American, reflecting the shift of power of the novel from Britain to the United States. This shift is enough to satisfy the most vulgar of materialists. It also suggests the possibility of reading Mulhern’s intervention as both specific to ‘England’ and as located with a wider frame of global capitalist culture. Certainly, if Mulhern is correct, we might not rue the end of the condition of culture novel. A particular form of conservatism and a particular form of class culture might well be over and good riddance to it. Mulhern’s thesis, however, also implies the crisis of the present and locates the crisis of the novel, a hackneyed trope, within a specific crisis of capitalism. The global dominance of capital, the depth and range of subsumption, suggests the difficulty of extracting ‘culture’ from politics and the necessity of a politicised practice of the novel. Mulhern’s brief but powerful intervention is a provocative figuring of a particular catastrophe and this wider crisis. It intimates the formal limits the novel will be forced to confront and on which it may be wrecked.
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